Standard Bin Components

### Basic Bins

The default bin across campus.

**Bin (1)**
Busch Systems Waste Watcher, predrilled for connector.

**Sign Holder (2)**
Plastic piece that attaches to the back of the bin.

**Plastic Film (3)**
Thin plastic film protects each paper sign.

**Lid (4)**
Plastic lid that comes with a sticker label.

**Connector (5)**
The piece that holds two bins together.

### Designer Bins

Placed in main entrances and high-profile spaces.

**Bin (1)**
Busch Systems Spectrum Bin.

Note: designer compost bin lids (not pictured) are black instead of brown due to lack of availability from the manufacturer.

**Magnetic Sign (2)**
A sign with magnets that affixes to the back of the bin.

**Magnetic Label (3)**
A label that affixes to the front of the bin.

**Lid (4)**
Metal lid with no label.